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1 Introduction17

The specification of consumer preferences and the resulting demand curves play a key role18

in the outcomes of economic models in many different fields such as industrial organization,19

trade, macroeconomics and monetary economics. The key parameters that describe the20

shape of these demand curves are the price elasticity, i.e., the percentage change in demand21

in response to a one percent change in a good’s price, and the super-elasticity, which22

corresponds to the price elasticity of the price elasticity (Klenow and Willis, 2016).123

While the most standard macroeconomic model assumes a constant elasticity of demand,24

following Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), demand curves with positive super-elasticities, following25

(Kimball, 1995), have been used in many recent models, since they introduce a demand-side26

real rigidity that can reconcile the simultaneous existence of a fairly high degree of price27

flexibility at the micro level and substantial monetary non-neutrality at the macro level.28

In addition, these models match the persistence that is often present in aggregate data.229

If firms face demand curves with non-constant price elasticity, the response of demand to30

price changes is asymmetric: a reduction in the relative price increases relative demand for31

a good by less than a relative price increase of the same size reduces demand. Figure 1 plots32

the demand and profit functions associated with different parameters for price elasticity33

and super-elasticity: to illustrate the main mechanism, we refer to the demand specification34

employed by Gopinath and Itskhoki (2010) and the counterfactual with constant demand35

elasticity (CES) for this specification (red lines). When the super-elasticity is positive,36

demand and profits lie below the levels of the counterfactual when the relative price deviates37

from one, because firms have stronger incentives to keep prices closer to the aggregate38

price level if the super-elasticity is positive, compared to the counterfactual. Therefore,39

1Demand curves firms are faced with shape firms’ responses to cost shocks and other supply-side
decisions and the elasticity of demand and the curvature of the demand curve (related to the
super-elasticity) are important statistics that are used for many comparative static questions in the fields
mentioned above (see Mrázová and Neary, 2017).

2See, e.g., the literature cited in the notes to Figure 1.
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desired markups co-move negatively with relative prices, which makes firms’ profits more40

sensitive to the prices of competitors and thereby gives rise to strategic complementarities41

in price-setting. Overall, compared to CES demand, positive super-elasticities cause prices42

to have a more sluggish response to both idiosyncratic and aggregate shocks.43

Macroeconomic models embracing Kimball-type preferences have used a broad range of44

values for the calibration of the super-elasticity parameter, which is illustrated in Figure 1.345

The demand curves exhibit fairly different behavior on the side of consumers in response46

to price changes, which causes firms to have different profit functions. These differences47

are not surprising given that the values of the individual models are generally derived to48

match macro moments against the backdrop of different theoretical frameworks and time49

periods.50

We provide empirical estimates for the size of price elasticities and super-elasticities for51

a wide range of products. We employ a rich homescanner dataset that includes data on52

76 goods categories in three European countries: Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands.53

One advantage of using homescan data is that we can directly track consumers’ shopping54

behavior over time with different retailers, and we can control for important consumer55

characteristics, such as income or age, which arguably influence the shape and location of56

demand curves. Applying a flexible discrete choice model, we use these data to provide57

micro-based evidence on price elasticities and the associated super-elasticities. Compared58

to previous micro-based contributions, our data coverage is considerably broader.459

Our results support previous micro-based empirical evidence and thus underpin the60

criticisms of Chari et al. (2000) and Klenow and Willis (2016) that the values for61

super-elasticities employed in most of the macro literature imply highly implausible62

3The examples are taken from the literature survey in Table 1 of Dossche et al. (2010).
4Goldberg and Hellerstein (2013), e.g., use Dominick’s Finer Foods data and estimate the

super-elasticity of the goods category “beer” at 0.8. Nakamura and Zerom (2010) match data for retail and
wholesale prices with commodity price data for coffee and estimate a median super-elasticity of demand
of 4.6. Using scanner data from six stores of a European retailer, Dossche et al. (2010) and Verhelst and
Van Den Poel (2012) find super-elasticities in the range of 4 for goods with an elasticity of 3 or larger.
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Figure 1: Demand and profit functions for various values of the price elasticity and the
curvature of demand resulting from our estimations and as employed in the
literature

(A) Demand (B) Profit

Notes: Figure 1 plots the demand functions and the resulting profit functions implied by the values of the
elasticites and super-elasticities of demand resulting from our estimates and as employed in the papers
referred to in the legend. The representation and functional form of the Kimball aggregator is taken
from Klenow and Willis (2016). These papers include Bergin and Feenstra (2000), Chari et al. (2000),
Coenen et al. (2007), Eichenbaum and Fisher (2005), Gopinath and Itskhoki (2010), Kimball (1995),
Klenow and Willis (2016) and Woodford (2003). The selection of papers is taken from Dossche et al.
(2010), who provide an overview of the implied parameters for price elasticities and super-elasticities of
these studies. The numbers in paranthesis after the author name(s) indicate the value of the elasticity
and super-elasticity assumed. The shaded area covers the range of demand and profit functions that
are compatible with our empirical estimates of the elasticity and super-elasticity. To determine this
range, we used the elasticity values associated with the 10% and 90% of the empirical distribution of this
parameter. The super-elasticity corresponding to these elasticity values were obtained using the empirical
relationship documented in Appendix C.1.

behavior. The shaded area of Figure 1 represents the range of demand and profit functions63

that are compatible with the empirical distribution of our estimates.5 Our estimates64

suggest that many of the specifications with large super-elasticities considered in the65

literature belong to rather extreme cases, that are close to or even clearly above the66

90th percentile of the estimated super-elasticities. More moderate values such as those67

assumed in Bergin and Feenstra (2000) and Gopinath and Itskhoki (2010) are closer to68

the majority of our empirical estimates. Our results, moreover, suggest fairly moderate69

5The borderline cases considered are the ones corresponding to the 10th (1.41) and 90th percentiles
(11.45) of the empirical distribution for the elasticity estimates.
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elasticity values well below 10. By simulating a standard menu cost model calibrated on70

the basis of the obtained micro evidence on elasticity and super-elasticity values, we show71

that the demand-side real rigidities implied by the estimates are rather small. Demand side72

real-rigidities and nominal rigidities alone are not large enough to match both micro and73

macro facts on prices. Moreover, we show that the high degree of monetary non-neutrality74

resulting from the assumptions of (unrealistically) large super-elasticity values would75

require highly implausible assumptions regarding production-side parameters.76

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe our dataset77

and provide some descriptive statistics. Section 3 outlines the approach which we use78

to estimate demand curves, whereas Section 4 presents the empirical results. Section 579

outlines the theoretical model and discusses the obtained quantitative results. Section 680

summarizes and concludes.81

2 Data and descriptive statistics82

We employ a unique and very rich database on European scanner-price data that has not83

been used in the macro literature before. The data have been made available by AiMark84

(Advanced International Marketing Knowledge).6 The database is comparable to the IRI85

household panel and the AC Nielsen homescan data for the US.786

2.1 Description of the dataset87

In each country of our sample (Belgium, Germany, and the Netherlands), the data providers88

maintain a representative panel of households. Each household in the panel is provided89

6AiMark is a nonprofit cooperation that promotes research in the area of retail markets and to this
end, provides data originally compiled by Europanel and its partners Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung
(GfK), Kantar Worldpanel and IRI.

7For example, Coibion et al. (2013) use IRI data to examine the cyclical properties of prices. Kaplan
and Schulhofer-Wohl (2017) and Stroebel and Vavra (2018) use AC Nielsen homescan data to examine
price dynamics at the household and regional level, respectively.
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with a scanning technology which it uses to scan all the products purchased at retail90

outlets, including all major supermarket chains (such as Rewe and Aldi in Germany or91

Albert Heijn and C1000 in the Netherlands), drugstores, small corner shops and internet92

stores.93

For each product bought, the household scans the bar-code, which uniquely identifies the94

product via the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN)8 and enters the number and associated95

price for this product into the scanning device.9 The dataset contains a description of each96

product and a classification system of the goods into more aggregate product categories.10
97

The household also provides the name of the retailer where it bought each product. The98

products belong to the categories of fast-moving consumer goods, such as grocery products,99

home and personal care products, and beverages. In addition to the detailed data on the100

individual transactions, we also have access to information on household characteristics,101

which comprises the location of the household, its income group and the age structure.102

Table 1 reports some sample information on the data employed in the estimation.11
103

As mentioned above, we used available scanner data for Belgium, Germany, and the104

Netherlands. The sample period is from 2005 to 2008. The number of households is105

1,746 for Belgium, 11,631 for Germany, and 4,030 for the Netherlands. We observe 21.8106

million transactions in the dataset, ranging from 2.1 million for the Netherlands to 10.4107

million for the Netherlands. These observations include the purchases of 191,334 unique108

products. The products come from 76 different categories (such as beer or butter: see109

8The GTIN-13 code corresponds to the Universal Product Code (UPC), which is used in the U.S. and
Canada. In Europe, the GTIN was formerly known as European Article Number (EAN).

9In case the product does not have a bar-code, the household enters this information manually.
10We constructed a common classification scheme for the products in our dataset (for all countries) that

is based on the scheme employed by the national data providers. However, the grouping systems of the
individual providers can slightly differ across countries. We thus constructed comparable categories of
goods by using the classification scheme of Germany as a basis and assigning the categories of the other
countries to their German counterpart. The classification was done using both the assistance of country
representatives of GfK and extensive documentation on the different classification schemes, to which we
had access at the data providers’ offices.

11See Appendix A for the sampling procedure.
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Table E1 in the Appendix for a list of all categories included in the estimation).110

Table 1: Database - Overview

Country Households Unique products Product Categories Transactions
Belgium 1,746 49,808 31 2,057,254
Germany 11,631 72,617 20 9,376,238
Netherlands 4,030 68,909 25 10,373,400
Total 17,407 191,334 76 21,806,892

Notes: Entries in the column “Households” report the number of different households in the estimation
sample. The “Products” column provides the number of unique GTINs that are included in our estimation
sample. The column “Categories” contains the number of product categories included in the sample,
whereas the column “Transactions” reports the number of purchases we observe.

For the econometric analysis, we first split the data into categories (yogurt, ketchup,111

beer, etc.). We then group the data by brand and rank the brands by expenditure share.112

We use the four top brands and construct a fifth good, which is a composite of all other113

brands in the category. This fifth good is the outside good in the estimation. Because114

we observe a product’s price only when it is bought, we do not have direct observations115

for the prices of alternative brands that would be available in the same retailer at a given116

shopping trip of a household. We therefore construct alternative prices as described in117

Appendix A, largely by matching observations of other purchases by other households of118

the alternative brands from the same retailer.119

2.2 Descriptive statistics120

The frequencies of price changes are, overall, comparable to those obtained for the US121

IRI homescan dataset reported in Coibion et al. (2013). We find an average frequency122

of price changes (fpc) of 17.1% on a monthly basis, which is a bit lower than the 23.8%123

reported for the US data (Table 2).12 These figures are also comparable to the frequencies124

of price changes in the CPI and PPI micro data for the euro area. Álvarez et al. (2006)125

12See Coibion et al. (2013), Table A1 in their Appendix.
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report a frequency of 28% for unprocessed food and 14% for processed food in the CPI126

and 12% for nondurable, nonfood items in the PPI. Most of the products in our dataset127

fall into one of these nondurable goods categories, which suggests that the mean frequency128

of 17.1% and the median frequency of 15.6% seem reasonable. Excluding sales, we find a129

mean (median) frequency of 15% (12.6%), suggesting that the sales in our dataset do not130

change the frequency of price changes substantially.13 The share of price increases in all131

price changes (fractionup) reported in the evidence for the euro area collected in Dhyne132

et al. (2005) is 54%, which is close to our mean and median.14
133

Table 2: Sample statistics of the monthly frequency and size of price changes

Including sales Excluding sales
Mean Median Mean Median

fpc 17.11 15.65 14.97 12.62
fractionup 52.62 51.49 52.99 51.54
size -0.44 0.03 -0.42 0.04
sizeabs 17.05 14.54 17.43 14.74
sizeup 16.73 13.49 17.02 13.43
sizedown -17.25 -15.46 -17.74 -15.7

Note: The figures for frequency are computed as the percentage of prices that change between two
consecutive months at a given retailer. The figures for the size correspond to the percentage change in a
price conditional on a price change. Sales are identified using a simple V-shaped filter. The superscripts
abs, up, and down indicate absolute values, price increases and price decreases, respectively.

The average absolute size of price changes, sizeabs, is 17.1% in our data and thus a134

bit smaller than the sizes of price changes for the US IRI data reported in Coibion et al.135

(2013). Their average price increase (decrease) is 20.6% (22.4%), whereas the sizes of the136

13This result might of course be due to the fact that we can identify sales only via a v-shaped sales filter,
which classifies all price changes that are exactly reverted in the next month, as a sale. We do not have a
sales flag in the dataset.

14The distributions of the sizes of price changes and the frequencies of price changes are shown in Figure
F1 in the Appendix.
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increases (decreases) in our data are 16.7% (17.3%).15
137

The key relationship we analyse in the following sections is the relationship between138

changes in demand and changes in prices. In Figure F2 in the Appendix, we show the139

correlation between changes in prices and changes in quantities purchased at the product140

(GTIN) level. The correlation is negative and significant at the one percent level, but the141

coefficient is very small, suggesting that a one percent increase in the price is associated142

with only a small decline in the quantities purchased. Even though this correlation is not143

yet an estimation of a demand curve, in particular, the causality and the relative prices are144

not taken into account, it is already indicative of the later findings that demand elasticities,145

even though they are much higher than what the correlation suggests, are nevertheless,146

not very large.147

3 Empirical method148

In this section, we briefly describe the econometric model used. We estimate demand149

elasticities using a nested multinomial logit with random coefficients. Employing a nested150

framework enables us to depict a consumer’s decision of buying in a given product category151

and, conditional on choosing to buy in a category, which product to buy within the category.152

The model thus combines the decision to substitute across product categories and within153

product categories. Using a multinomial logit setup allows us to model a consumer’s choice154

among J alternative product brands within a product category, and the random coefficients155

15In general, the statistics on the size of price changes in homescan data are larger than the statistics
for CPI microdata for the euro area, as reported in Dhyne et al. (2005). These authors report an average
price change of 15 to 16% for unprocessed food and of 7 to 8% for processed food in the euro area. One
explanation for this result might be that many small price changes in CPI data are erratic, as shown in
Eichenbaum et al. (2014): these authors find that many small price changes in CPI micro data are due
to measurement issues, for example because of product replacements and quality changes, and that the
median price change of 10% found in their data, corrected for measurement bias, is roughly 30%, which is
more in line with our statistics. In particular, we can clearly identify a product replacement because any
small change in a good requires the use of a new GTIN number.
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make it possible to capture potential random taste variations across consumers, which156

make price elasticities vary over brands, product categories, and consumers. Applying a157

discrete choice model to estimate demand elasticities has the advantage that the demand158

system derived from such a model is consistent with a wide class of CES- and non-CES159

utility functions, including Kimball-type preference specifications.16 In addition, we use160

the control function approach to control for price endogeneity.161

3.1 Discrete choice specification162

The model consists of two nests. In the upper nest, a household chooses whether or not163

to buy in a given category c. Conditional on choosing that category, in the lower nest, the164

household decides on the brand within the category. For example, a household chooses to165

buy an item in the category “pasta”, and within this category, it chooses to buy a certain166

brand, for example “Barilla”. We first describe the multinomial choice model for the lower167

nest and then the discrete choice model for the upper nest.168

The conditional utility of household i purchasing brand j, conditional on buying in169

category c(j), at shopping occasion t in the lower nest is given by170

Uijt|c(j) = βij − αipijt + δxijt + εijt, (1)

where βj is a vector of brand-specific effects and pijt is the purchase price at which171

household i buys brand j. Additional controls in xijt are the household’s income and172

average age (interacted with brand-specific dummies), brand-region fixed effects, and a173

16McFadden and Train (2000) show that choice probabilities from a random utility model can be
approximated very closely by a multinomial logit model. See (Ch. 6 Train, 2009, for an overview). Anderson
et al. (1987) and Anderson et al. (1992) document that the demand system derived from a nested logit
model is also generated by a CES utility function. This result is generalized to non-CES utility functions,
including Kimball-type preferences, in Thisse and Ushchev (2016).
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proxy for loyalty.17 We allow α and βj to vary across households and model heterogeneity174

by assuming normal mixing distributions for βj and a lognormal distribution for α. This175

assumption captures heterogeneity in price elasticities and constant preferences for certain176

brands. The error term εijt is distributed iid extreme value and the option of buying the177

outside good is normalized to εi5t.
18,19 The choice in the lower nest is a multinomial model178

since it represents the choice among five alternatives: product brand j, one of the other179

three product brands in the same category, and the outside brand.180

Utility from purchasing in category c(j) in the upper nest is given by181

uict = ρwic(j)t + ΨIncVic(j)t + νict. (2)

where wict counts the number of weeks since the household last purchased in the category182

and IncVict is the inclusive value from (1), ln
∑

J [β̂ij−α̂ipjt+ γ̂iloyalijt+ δ̂xijt], which is the183

utility derived from the choice options in the lower nest in category c(j). The parameter184

ρ describes the need to buy some products regularly (for example, if a household last185

bought a product in the category “toilet paper” many weeks ago, the probability of buying186

a product from this category should increase), while Ψ captures the effect of the utility187

17Region is defined by the first level NUTS (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) regions,
which reference the administrative divisions of European countries for statistical purposes. For Belgium,
there are the three regions: Brussels Capital Region, Flemish Region and Wallooon Region. For Germany,
there are 16 German Länders. For the Netherlands, there are four regions: north, east, west and south
Netherlands. Loyalty is proxied by a count variable, which represents the number of purchases of the same
brand in the same category in the past and is included to control for motives to buy a given product that
are unrelated to a brand’s current price (for example, due to habits). See, for example, Gordon et al.
(2012), who apply the nested multinomial logit model to estimate demand elasticities.

18We index the shopping occasion by t, which does not refer to a well-defined constant frequency, but
to the date when household i shops and buys a product in category c.

19Actually, the assumption in the multinomial logit model is that the difference between the two error
terms of choice j and another choice option m in the same product category are logistically distributed.
For identification, the scale of utility is irrelevant, since only differences between the utility obtained from
buying brand j and the utility from buying the other brands in the same category matter. Therefore,
the error term εijt is assumed to be iid extreme value because the difference between two extreme value
variables is distributed logistically. The mean utility from the outside option is not separately identified;
it is therefore set to zero. See Appendix B for more details.
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household i obtains from the choices in category c. The error term νict is assumed to188

be distributed iid logistic. The choice in the upper nest is therefore a logit model, with a189

zero/one decision to buy in a given category c(j). We use a maximum likelihood estimator,190

which constrains Ψ to lie between zero and one.191

To control for endogeneity in prices, we use the control function approach (Petrin and192

Train, 2010). The main idea is to obtain a measure of the variation in prices that is193

endogenous and to include it directly as a control variable in the main estimation, so that194

it captures the variation in the unobserved factor that is not independent of the endogenous195

variable. The first step in implementing this methodology is to regress the observed price196

on the mean price of the same brand in other regions within the same country.20 The second197

step is to retain the residual, which reflects the component of prices that is correlated with198

demand shocks, from this equation and to include it as a variable in equation (1). This199

approach allows us to estimate price elasticities of demand and super-elasticites of demand200

in a very flexible manner while controlling for price endogeneity.21
201

To estimate the model, we apply a three-step approach. First, we estimate control202

functions and retain the residual µ̂jt. Second, we estimate the mixed logit for the lower203

nest with µ̂jt and xijt in equation (1). Third, we estimate the logit for the upper nest204

using the inclusive value calculated from the results obtained in the second step. Below,205

we describe how we then calculate the elasticities and super-elasticities for each household206

within a category.207

20Underlying this ‘Hausman’-instrument is the assumption that prices are correlated across regions due
to common marginal costs but demand shocks average out in the mean price of the same brand in other
regions. See Hausman (1996) and Nevo (2001).

21An alternative way to estimate the model would be to use the BLP (Berry et al., 1995) approach as in
Nakamura and Zerom (2010), for example. However, the BLP approach is difficult to use in our context
when we observe just a small number of purchases per product because market shares should be observed
with some precision, because they are needed to estimate product-specific constants, which should remove
the endogeneity from the error term. If market shares are not observed precisely, the control function
approach is more reliable. See Petrin and Train (2010) for a discussion.
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3.2 Demand elasticities and super-elasticities208

Demand elasticities and super-elasticities can be derived from the nested mixed logit model209

in a straightforward manner (see Appendix B.3 for derivations). The demand elasticity210

for the upper nest is given by θuijc(j) = αiPij|c(j)(1 − Pic(j))pijt and the elasticity for the211

lower nest is θlijc(j) = αi
Ψ
pijt(1 − Pij|c(j)). Pij|c(j) denotes the predicted probability that212

household i chooses brand j, conditional on buying a product in category c(j). Pic(j) is213

the predicted probability from the upper nest of choosing category c(j). Because the214

probability of choosing brand j in category c(j) can be written as the product of the215

marginal probability Pic(j) and the conditional probability Pij|c(j), the total elasticity is216

just the sum of the upper and the lower elasticities θijc(j) = θuijc(j) + θlijc(j).217

One advantage of using the mixed logit model is that the price elasticity depends on the218

price and therefore allows us to derive super-elasticities directly from the estimates without219

having to assume a quadratic functional form.22 The super-elasticity of the upper nest is220

εuijc(j) = 1 + θlijc(j)−ΨαiPij|c(j)Pic(j)pijt and for the lower nest, it is εlijc(j) = 1− αi
Ψ
pijtPij|c(j).221

The total super-elasticity is the sum of the two and thus is given by εijc(j) = εuijc(j) + εlijc(j).222

4 Empirical results223

To summarize the estimates, we first calculate all elasticities for all categories, brands224

within each category, and households. Before we calculate the empirical statistics, we225

22This is because the model allows for heterogeneity in consumers’ price sensitivity, which contributes to
the curvature of demand. This model nests the CES with a super-elasticity of zero as a special case. See
also (Hellerstein, 2008) and (Goldberg and Hellerstein, 2013). Appendix B.3 derives the super-elasticities.
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trim the distribution of the estimates.23 We then calculate an unweighted mean and two226

versions of a weighted mean: one in which we weight the elasticities by importance in227

total expenditures and one where we weight the elasticities by estimation precision. For228

the first measure of the weighted mean, labelled ‘Weighted Mean Expend.’ in Table 3, we229

use expenditure shares as weights. For the second measure of the weighted mean, labelled230

‘Weighted Mean Variance’, we use the inverses of the estimated variances of the demand231

elasticity coefficients, αi, as weights.24
232

Figure 2: Distribution of the elasticities and super-elasticities

(A) Elasticities (B) Super-elasticities

Notes: Panel a) shows the distribution of the estimated elasticities. θ, while panel c) shows the distribution
of the estimated super-elasticities, ε. All estimates vary across households and brand-product category
combinations. The distributions are shown for the trimmed sample.

The distributions of all estimates of the elasticity and super-elasticity for each category233

and household are shown in Panels A and B of Figure 2, respectively. The distribution of234

23We trim the distribution because we estimate a very large number of category- and household-specific
coefficients, and there are a few outliers, which would otherwise contaminate the estimates of the mean.
More specifically, for the super-elasticities and markup-elasticities, which are not constrained in the sign of
the elasticity, we cut off the upper and lower 10% of all estimates. We trim demand elasticities by cutting
off the upper 10% of the absolute value of the estimates and elasticities estimated below an absolute
value of 1, because they are not in line with a model of monopolistic competition. The medians of the
super-elasticities and markup-elasticities are unaffected by this symmetric trimming, while the median of
the untrimmed distribution of demand elasticities would be even lower (at 2.07).

24This weighing procedure is inspired by methods used in meta analyses that aim to provide an overall
effect estimate (weighted average) across multiple studies analyzing the same relationship. The so-called
fixed effect estimate is defined as the weighted average of an effect size (for example, a regression coefficient),
which is weighted by the inverse of the estimated variance of the respective effect size. Rice et al. (2018)
show that the fixed-effects estimate is a robust metric to quantify an overall average effect.
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the estimated elasticities is highly skewed, suggesting that many households have low price235

elasticities. Furthermore, the distribution is wide, suggesting that there is a substantial236

heterogeneity in the price elasticities across categories and households. This heterogeneity237

does not carry over to the estimates of the super-elasticity, which we do not restrict to238

be strictly positive or negative. Here, we find a tighter distribution, showing that most239

estimates range between zero and five.240

How large should the parameters for price elasticities and super-elasticities be in241

macroeconomic models? For the median, the price elasticity is rather small, at a value242

of 3.20 (Panel A of Table 3). The mean and weighted means are a bit higher, between243

4.81 and 5.40. Many macroeconomic models assume a price elasticity of ten, which seems244

to be a relatively large value, given that more than 85% of our estimates are below ten.245

Not surprisingly, elasticities in the lower nest (the choice between brands within a product246

category) are higher than the elasticities in the upper nest (the choice across product247

categories): this is intuitive, since we would expect the elasticity of substitution to be248

higher for closer substitutes.249

Even though 90% of the estimated values for the super-elasticities are positive, they250

are well below ten (Panel B of Table 3). The median estimate for the super-elasticities is251

1.93, and the (weighted) means are slightly lower, between 1.44 and 1.59.25 95% of our252

estimates are below a value of five, suggesting that the super-elasticities are positive but253

small. Taking these pieces of evidence together, the data does not support assumptions of254

a super-elasticity parameter of ten or higher.255

As shown in Gopinath and Itskhoki (2010), the elasticity of the markup µ) is a function256

of the demand elasticity and the super-elasticity and can be expressed as ∂µ
∂lnP
|P=1 = ε

θ−1
.257

This implies that the markup elasticity increases in the super-elasticity but decreases in258

25These results are close to the estimates for the beer market found in Goldberg and Hellerstein (2013),
and somewhat lower than the estimates for the coffee market found in Nakamura and Zerom (2010) or for
the European retailer found in Dossche et al. (2010).
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics Estimates

Panel A: Estimates of Demand Elasticities

Mean Median Weighted Mean Percentile Sign.
Expend. Variance 90th 10th 5%

Total elasticity 4.81 3.20 5.40 5.03 11.21 1.41
Upper nest 0.42 0.29 0.40 0.46 1.02 0.07 100.00
Lower nest 4.27 2.78 4.89 4.41 10.19 1.16 96.4

Panel B: Estimates of Super-elasticities

Mean Median Weighted Mean Percentile
Expend. Variance 90th 10th

Total super-elasticity 1.59 1.93 1.44 1.50 2.23 0.05
Upper nest -0.55 0.07 -0.69 -0.92 0.83 -3.58
Lower nest 2.01 1.67 2.02 2.17 3.34 1.08

Implied markup elasticity 0.99 0.68 0.87 0.51 2.61 -1.07

Notes: Panel A shows the summary statistics for the estimated demand elasticites θ, and Panel B shows
the estimates for the super-elasticities ε and (in the last row) the implied markup elasticities ∂µ

∂lnP |P=1.
The first two columns show the mean and median values of the estimated elasticities. The third and
fourth columns show the weighted means, which are weighted by expenditure share and by the inverse
of the estimated variance of αi. The fifth and sixth columns show the 90th and 10th percentile of the
distribution of estimates, respectively. The last column shows the share of estimates that are significant
(in the row ‘Upper nest’, we show the share of Ψ’s that are significant at the 5% level and in the row
‘Lower nest’, we show the share of αi’s that are significant at the 5% level). Since the super-elasticities are
a function of the same parameters as the demand elasticities, we do not repeat the significance levels in
Panel B. The demand elasticities and are multiplied by −1, also before calculating the markup elasticities.

the demand elasticity. We therefore also calculate the implied markup elasticities for each259

estimated value of demand elasticity and super-elasticity.26 Even though our estimated260

super-elasticities are small, the estimated demand elasticities are also smaller than what261

is often assumed in macroeconomic models. Therefore, the implied markup elasticities262

remain economically significant and range between 0.5 and 1 for the (weighted) mean and263

median, implying that firms adjust their markups by approximately one-half to one percent264

if a firm’s relative price changes by one percent (Panel B of Table 3).27
265

26Since there is a correlation between the estimates of the elasticity and the estimates of the
super-elasticity, we calculate the markup elasticity for each estimate and provide descriptive statistics
for the resulting distribution of markup elasticities.

27These estimates are close to the markup elasticity estimates in Amiti et al. (2016), who report estimates
in the range of 0.6− 1.
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5 A menu-cost model with Kimball-type preferences266

In this section, we describe the theoretical model that we use for calibration to267

quantitatively assess the role of our estimated demand-side real rigidity for monetary268

non-neutrality. A detailed derivation is provided in Appendix D. The model we employ269

belongs to the class of menu-cost models in which price adjustments are costly, and it270

features a demand-side real rigidity.28 For the purpose of our study, this model class is271

well suited because it allows us to quantitatively assess the size of the idiosyncratic shocks272

and/or menu costs that are needed to match major price facts when empirically plausible273

values for the demand elasticity and super-elasticity are employed.274

5.1 Model setup275

We assume that our economy is inhabited by a representative household, a continuum of276

firms and a monetary authority that controls the evolution of nominal GDP. The composite277

consumption good, Ct, that enters households’ utility is created by the costless aggregation278

of a continuum of differentiated goods, ct (z), which are supplied by monopolistic firms.279

We implicitly define the composite consumption good, Ct, using an aggregator of the form280 ∫ 1

0
Υ
(
c(z)
C

)
dz = 1, where the function Υ(·) satisfies the conditions Υ(1) = 1,Υ′(·) > 0281

and Υ′′(·) < 0 and where time indices are dropped for notational ease (Kimball, 1995).282

Following Klenow and Willis (2016), we employ283

Υ (x) = 1 + (θ̄ − 1) exp

(
1

ε̄

)
ε̄(

θ̄
ε̄
−1)

[
Γ

(
θ̄

ε̄
,
1̄

ε̄

)
− Γ

(
θ̄

ε̄
,
x
ε̄
θ̄

ε̄

)]
, (3)

28Other recent papers employing a menu-cost model framework include, Nakamura and Steinsson (2010),
who we follow closely, Kryvtsov and Midrigan (2013), Nakamura et al. (2017), Klenow and Willis (2016),
Klepacz (2017), Vavra (2013) and Gautier and Le Bihan (2018), among others.
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with x = c(z)
C

and Γ(u, z) denoting the incomplete gamma function. The resulting demand284

function is given by285

c(z) =

[
1− ε̄ ln

(
p(z)

P

)] θ̄
ε̄

C, (4)

where demand for good z depends positively upon overall consumption demand C and286

negatively upon the relative price of good z.29 θ̄ and ε̄ determine the steady-state sizes of the287

elasticity and super-elasticity of demand, respectively.30 In the CES case, the steady-state288

value of the elasticity of demand is −θ̄ and the super-elasticity is 0, i.e., the price elasticity289

is constant for all values of the relative price of good z. For the case where ε̄ > 0, i.e.,290

the NON-CES case, the price elasticity of demand, θNON−CES, and the super-elasticity,291

εNON−CES, are respectively given by292

θNON−CES = − θ̄

1− ε̄ ln
(
p(z)
P

) and εNON−CES =
ε̄

1− ε̄ ln
(
p(z)
P

) . (5)

These expressions show that for ε̄ > 0, the elasticity of demand increases in the relative293

price of good z and will be larger than that of the CES case. This difference in the behavior294

of the elasticity of demand has profound implications for the response of price setters to295

macroeconomic shocks, such as a change in nominal aggregate demand induced by the296

monetary authority, as documented in the simulation exercises below.297

Firms produce goods using labor, which is subject to idiosyncratic changes in labor298

productivity, and set prices to maximize profits. Changing prices is associated with a299

menu cost. The firms’ objective function is given by E0

∑∞
t=0D0,tΠt(z), where profits300

29In deriving equation (22), we made use of an approximation result obtained by Gopinath and Itskhoki

(2010, Appendix). The CES case can be directly derived by employing the aggregator function Υ
(
c(z)
C

)
=(

c(z)
C

) θ̄−1
θ̄

.
30See Equations (12) and (25) in the Appendix for the formal definitions of these two parameters.
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Πt(z) are given by301

Πt(z) = pt(z)yt(z)−WtLt(z)−KWtIt(z). (6)

yt(z) denotes firm’s z sales, which are equal to ct(z). The firm’s z revenue is represented302

by pt(z)yt(z), labor costs by WtLt(z)t, and KWtIt(z) are costs (“menu costs”) of changing303

prices (It(z) is an indicator function taking the value 1 if the firm changes its price in304

period t and 0 otherwise).31 We solve the firm’s optimization problem using dynamic305

programming. The details of the numerical solution strategy are given in the appendix.306

The monetary authority controls the path of nominal GDP according to the process307

lnY N
t = µ+ lnY N

t−1 + ηt, ηt ∼ N(0, σ2
η), (7)

where aggregate nominal GDP, Y N
t = PtCt, grows at a constant long-run rate µ and is308

subject to temporary shocks309

5.2 Calibration310

To examine the quantitative implications of our empirical findings for the plausibility of311

firms’ price-setting parameters and the degree of monetary non-neutrality, we simulate the312

model for a variety of settings. The parameters to be calibrated are grouped into two313

classes. The first set of coefficients, reported in Table 4, include those which are common314

across all considered specifications. The parameters in this group comprise the subjective315

discount factor, β, the parameter of relative risk aversion, γ, the elastlcity of labor supply,316

ψ, steady-state labor supply,  L∗ und the persistence parameter of idiosyncratic technology317

shocks, ρ. The values chosen for these coefficients are standard in the literature. We318

31In the specification underlying our simulations, we additionally include a term capturing the fixed
nominal costs of production. This step is motivated by the fact that our fairly low values for the elasticity
would give rise to large markups and therefore firm profits, which we cannot observe in the national
accounts.
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employ a discount factor β = 0.961/12 implying an annual (steady-state) interest rate of319

approximately 4%. The parameter of relative risk aversion, γ, is set equal to 1.5, which320

corresponds to the median value estimated by Smets and Wouters (2003) (1.6) for the321

euro area. For the value of the elasticity of labor supply, ψ, we likewise choose a value322

conforming to the median value estimated by Smets and Wouters (2003). These two values323

influence the interaction between the real wage and spending and labor supply. We set324

L̄ = 1/3, i.e., the steady-state labor supply is assumed to correspond to one-third of the325

total time endowment. The persistence of the productivity shocks is assumed to be 0.7.32
326

To calibrate the mean inflation rate and the standard deviation of money supply shocks,327

we use CPI data obtained from Eurostat over the period from 1999 to 2008 for Belgium,328

Germany and the Netherlands. The mean inflation rate, µ, and the standard deviation329

of money supply shocks, ση, are computed as the mean and standard deviation of the330

aggregate CPI inflation rate for these three countries weighted by real GDP.331

Table 4: Parameters common across the considered model specifications

Parameter description Value

Subjective discount factor, β 0.961/12

Relative risk aversion, γ 1.5

Elasticity of labor supply, ψ 1

Steady-state labor supply, L∗ 1/3

Mean (monthly) inflation rate, µ 0.00154

Std. dev. of mon. pol. shocks, ση 0.00176

The second set of coefficients are not common across the specifications (Table 5, column332

1). Reflecting the considerable heterogeneity in our estimates for the elasticity and, to333

a smaller degree, the super-elasticity, we consider a variety of scenarios for these two334

32In our model, a higher shock persistence implies that firms will tend to adjust prices more frequently
in response to shocks of similar sizes due to their higher associated longevity. As a result, smaller values
for the menu costs and shock variances are needed to match the observed price characteristics. The main
conclusions from our calibration exercise remains unchanged (see working paper version where the case of
a shock persistence of 0.9 is considered).
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parameters. The cases examined represent permutations of the selected values (median,335

10th percentile and 90th percentile) from the two distributions of the estimated coefficients336

(see Table 3).33 For each elasticity value, we also consider the case of a super-elasticity337

of zero (CES case). As a comparison, we report preference specifications employed in the338

macro literature and illustrated in Figure 1 in the lower panel of Table 5.339

The values for the menu-cost parameters (Menu costs) and the standard deviations340

of the idiosyncratic shocks (Std.dev. of id. shocks) are chosen to match the empirical341

observations on the mean frequency and size of price changes, as reported in Table 2.34
342

The menu costs are reported as a fraction of steady-state revenue.343

The coefficient values associated with our estimates reveal some clear patterns. In344

line with our intuition, the sizes of both parameters tend to increase with the size of the345

super-elasticity. Apart from the extreme low elasticity case, both menu costs and standard346

deviations of idiosyncratic productivity shocks are about 1.5 to 2 times higher for the larger347

super-elasticity values. Moreover, for small (large) steady-state elasticities the calibrated348

values for the menu costs tend to be small (large) whereas the standard deviation measures349

tend to be high (low).35
350

The sizes of menu costs are largely plausible. For the CES cases, menu costs correspond351

to 0.40% (of total income) for the 10th percentile of the estimated elasticities, to 2.53%352

for the median elasticity and reach a maximum of 9.31% for the 90th percentile of the353

estimated elasticities. When the frequency of price changes is taken into account, this354

33Further results employing additional values of the estimated distributions including the weighted means
are reported in Table D1 of Appendix D.3.

34We also conducted our simulation exercise using price statistics excluding sales. The results are
qualitatively and quantitatively similar and are reported in the Appendix of the working paper version.

35The intuition underlying these findings is as follows: The smaller the elasticity the flatter the demand
and as a result the profit function becomes. This can plainly be seen in Figure 1 for these two curves
associated with for our most extreme considered case (1.41). As a consequence, deviations from the optimal
relative price associated with a moderate cost shocks do not lead to large reductions in profits and thus
the firm will not adjust its price even for relatively small adjustment costs. To match the observed median
price changes in the data, the model therefore requires large idiosyncratic shocks.
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amounts to monthly adjustment costs of 0.06%, 0.40% and 1.46%, respectively.36 Apart355

from the menu cost value obtained for the large-elasticity cases, the obtained figures are356

broadly in line with those provided by independent evidence on menu costs as reported,357

for example, by Levy et al. (1997). These authors find the costs of changing prices are358

approximately 0.7% of revenue. For positive values of the super-elasticity, the menu costs359

take values of approximately 1% for the majority of the considered cases and are thus360

likewise broadly consistent with the empirical evidence. Values of well above 1% are only361

obtained for combinations that include the largest elasticities.362

Considering the cases from the macro literature, we can basically identify three groups363

in terms of the compatibility of obtained menu costs with empirical evidence. For (Bergin364

and Feenstra, 2000, BF), (Gopinath and Itskhoki, 2010, GI), and (Klenow and Willis,365

2016, KW), we reasonable moderate menu costs (0.60%-1.47%, all taking into account the366

frequency of price changes), for (Woodford, 2003, W) and Eichenbaum and Fisher (2005)367

values are more than 3 times larger than the Levy et al. (1997) estimates, and for (Chari368

et al., 2000, CKM) and (Kimball, 1995, K) they are certainly unrealistic (with values of369

around 48%, they are more than 60 times larger than the Levy et al. (1997) estimates).370

In regard to the standard deviations of idiosyncratic productivity shocks, we obtain371

numbers for the CES case of around 7.5%.37 Interestingly, the figures do not generally372

increase dramatically for positive values of the super-elasticity. Apart from the lowest373

elasticity case and very few exceptions for all other cases, their sizes remain in a fairly374

narrow range around 10% and are thus well below the value of 28%, which is labeled375

as clearly unrealistic by Klenow and Willis (2016). The low-elasticity cases require large376

36The differences in obtained menu costs between the low- and high-elasticity cases reflect the fact that
the profit function of a firm facing a very low elasticity of substitution is very flat implying that gains from
price changes are small such that already very low menu costs prevent a firm from adjusting its price after
a shock. An opposite argument applies to a firm facing a high elasticity of demand.

37Gopinath et al. (2015) estimate a value of 13% for Southern Europe and Bachmann and Bayer (2014)
of 9% for Germany, both in annual data. This result is likely due to the fairly high frequency and size of
the price changes in our data.
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idiosyncratic shocks to match the rather high frequency and size of price changes, since377

firms’ incentive to adjust prices is otherwise very low.378

Looking at the cases in the literature we find that the values are of similar plausible size379

for BF and to some extent for GI and W, are sizeably larger for KW and EF and they are380

clearly implausible for CKM and K.381

5.3 Simulation results382

Employing the calibrated parameter values, we next investigate the degree of monetary383

non-neutrality associated with the obtained elasticity and super-elasticity values. Following384

Nakamura and Steinsson (2010), we measure monetary non-neutrality using three different385

indicators: First, we compute the area under the impulse response function of aggregate386

real consumption C following a shock to nominal GDP. This statistic, denoted by CIR387

(Cumulative Impulse Response) in Table 5, captures the overall effect of a nominal shock on388

real consumption spending: the larger and longer-lasting the response of C is to a nominal389

shock, the higher the value for CIR will be. Second, we compute the variance of aggregate390

consumption spending that results from model simulations where only aggregate nominal391

shocks hit the economy and compare it to the variance of detrended real consumption392

observed in our sample countries (Var. of C explained).38 Third, we provide a measure393

of the persistence of the simulated real consumption series (Pers. of C ). This number is394

obtained by fitting an AR(13) process to the artificially generated consumption series and395

summing its autoregressive coefficients.396

Considering the simulation results for our measures of monetary non-neutrality we see397

that the obtained values are generally fairly moderate, independently of the preference398

specification. Certainly, one reason for this finding is that we match production-side399

38Unlike Nakamura and Steinsson (2010), we chose consumption rather than GDP as the reference
variable, since the prices underlying our data sample are almost exclusively related to private consumer
goods.
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Table 5: Outcome comparisons for alternative elasticity-super-elasticity specifications

(El., super-el.) Menu costs Std.dev. id. shocks CIR Var. C expl. Pers. of C

Panel A: Estimated values

(3.20 0.00) 2.53 7.62 0.004 0.99 0.25
(3.20 1.93) 4.74 14.48 0.012 4.26 0.49
(3.20 2.23) 4.2 15.51 0.008 4.62 0.52
(3.20 0.05) 2.65 7.79 0.007 3.01 0.46
(1.41 0.00) 0.43 7.62 0.004 1.1 0.27
(1.41 1.93) 2.05 38.53 0.022 11.31 0.69
(1.41 2.23)* 2.32 41.45 0.053 14.09 0.72
(1.41 0.05)* 0.54 8.46 0.025 10.08 0.66
(11.21 0.00)* 9.31 7.52 0.001 0.13 0.09
(11.21 1.93) 15.14 8.97 0.004 3.55 0.47
(11.21 2.23) 15.3 9.36 0.008 3.91 0.5
(11.21 0.05) 14.45 7.68 0.008 3.94 0.47

Panel B: Specifications from the literature

BF (3.00 1.33) 3.84 12.89 0.007 4.57 0.5
CMK (10.00 385)* 311.72 946.88 0.008 2.91 0.43
EF (11.00 10.00) 22.08 15.86 0.019 10.47 0.69

GI (5.00 4.00) 9.4 15.3 0.007 3.8 0.49
K (11.00 471)* 311.89 941.93 0.008 2.9 0.4

KW (5.00 10.00) 7.92 18.67 0.012 4.74 0.51
W (7.76 6.67) 15.5 15.65 0.012 5.4 0.55

Notes: 1) Menu costs are given by the percentage share of steady-state revenue
θ−1
θ K

Y ∗ . 2) The values for
the elasticity and super-elasticity in Panel A are taken from the estimation results as reported in Table
3. The values in Panel B are those used in (Bergin and Feenstra, 2000, BF), (Chari et al., 2000, CKM),
(Eichenbaum and Fisher, 2005, EF), (Gopinath and Itskhoki, 2010, GI), (Kimball, 1995, K), (Klenow
and Willis, 2016, KW) and (Woodford, 2003, W). 3) Menu costs and standard deviation parameters
are chosen so as to match the median frequency and size of price changes reported in rows fpc and
sizeabs of the upper panel (descriptive statistics including sales) of Table 2. Generally, a difference of
less than 0.00045 between model and empirical statistic is used as a matching criterion. Cases marked
with an asterisk are characterized by very long-lasting convergence processes. In these cases, we therefore
employed a convergence value of 0.0025 and a somewhat coarser grid. We are currently running programs
applying finer convergence criteria and grids. 4) CIR (cumulative impulse response), Var. of C (variance
of aggregate real consumption) and Pers. of C (persistence of consumption) represent the measures of
monetary non-neutrality as described in the main text. 5) The variance of real consumption is obtained
from the HP filtered quarterly real consumption series (summed over the three countries included in the
data sample) from 1995 to 2008. Data source: Eurostat.
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parameters such that the firms’ frequency and size of price changes correspond to that400

observed in the data. Given that our firms adjust their prices fairly frequently and401

given that average price changes are fairly sizeable, we can expect firms to respond quite402

quickly and comprehensively to monetary shocks which will generally be dominated by403

idiosyncratic shocks which need to be large to match the observed price facts. The reported404

figures for the case of constant elasticities clearly illustrate that nominal rigidity alone can405

generate only very small degrees of monetary non-neutrality, confirming several results406

including those of Golosov and Lucas (2007) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2010), for407

example. The proportion of the variance in real consumption explained ranges from 0.13%408

to 1.1%. With higher super-elasticities, this share increases to 4.62% for the median (14.1%,409

3.91% for the low and high elasticity cases, respectively). Our measures of monetary410

non-neutrality increase by a factor of 2 to 8. Persistence on the other hand tends to increase411

from values of around 0.25 in the CES case to numbers around 0.5 und 0.6 in the non-CES412

cases. As noted in the previous subsection, this increase in monetary non-neutrality is413

associated with higher menu costs and variances of the idiosyncratic productivity shocks,414

which in most cases, are largely compatible with the empirical evidence.415

The responses for the model with demand-side real rigidity are larger on impact and416

more pronounced. This result is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the cumulative impulse417

responses of real consumption to a nominal demand shock for the case of the median418

elasticity estimate (3.20%) without (in red) and with real real rigidity (in blue). The419

explicit consideration of the empirically documented real rigidity not only increases the420

effect of the monetary policy shock on impact but also adds persistence to the model’s421

response to this shock. However, the duration of the observed real effects increases from422

only 2 months for the CES case to 6 months for the case with real rigidity, which is still423

much smaller than what one normally finds in the data.424

Comparing the obtained values for the measures of monetary non-neutrality implied by425
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our estimates with those employed in the literature, we observe that - not surprisingly426

- those specifications with large and extreme preference parameters are associated with427

larger degrees of monetary non-neutrality. However, the differences are not as sizeable as428

one might have expected given the heterogeneity in preference parameter values. Given429

that these increases come at the cost of having to assume highly implausible values for the430

menu costs and the variance of idiosyncratic shocks, our findings do not support the use431

of most of these specifications in macro models.432

Figure 3: Response to a monetary policy shock

Figure 3 plots the cumulative impulse response of real consumption expenditures to a (positive) shock to
nominal aggregate demand both for the CES (left panel) and NON-CES (right panel) demand functions.
The elasticity value corresponds to the estimated median value (3.20). The value for the super-elasticity
is 1.93 (median estimate).

6 Conclusions433

The findings of Bils and Klenow (2004) that micro prices are changed relatively often434

and that both large price increases and decreases frequently occur have challenged the435

previously dominating view among most monetary economists that considerable nominal436

frictions exist in the economy. Since then, several attempts have been made to reconcile the437

micro evidence on relatively flexible prices and observed relatively large responses of real438

variables to nominal shocks. One of these attempts included introducing real rigidities439
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resulting from non-constant elasticity demand curves into macro models. While very440

flexible in its implementation, this approach has so far lacked broad-based microeconomic441

evidence. The aim of this paper is to provide this evidence and evaluate its quantitative442

implications.443

To this end, we employ a new dataset on consumer retail transactions that contains444

detailed information on prices and quantities for three European countries and estimate445

a discrete choice model of demand to obtain estimates on the size and distribution of the446

elasticity and super-elasticity of demand. Our findings suggest that values for the price447

elasticity parameters range between 3 and 5. While these numbers are well below the448

values most often used in the macro literature, they tend to be in line with the ones found449

in the IO and marketing literature (see Nevo, 2000, for example). Similarly, we find that450

the super-elasticity parameters are much lower than the values used in macro models, with451

values in the range of 1 to 2. Together with the demand elasticity estimates, these imply452

a markup elasticity of approximately 0.6− 1.453

To quantitatively assess the importance of demand-side real rigidity, we augment a454

model with only nominal rigidity and augment it with empirically plausible demand-side455

real rigidity. Calibrating the model with and without the demand-side real rigidity and456

comparing the monetary non-neutrality generated by both versions of the model allows457

us to obtain an estimate of the multiplier effect of demand-side real rigidity. Our results458

suggest that this multiplier effect is approximately three to five because the model including459

demand-side real rigidity shows a degree of monetary non-neutrality that is three to five460

times larger than the pure nominal rigidity model. These calibrations imply plausible461

values for menu costs and idiosyncratic shock variances and can still match the observed462

frequency and size of price changes. This is particularly true when a high persistence in463

idiosyncratic shock processes is assumed. However, these demand-side real rigidities do not464

generate a lot of aggregate non-neutrality. Our results suggest that only approximately465
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5% of the actual variance in real consumption can be explained by the menu cost model,466

featuring only nominal price rigidity and demand-side real rigidities. This result suggests467

that other forms of multipliers, such as sectoral heterogeneity or supply-side real rigidities,468

are needed to match both the micro and the macro facts on prices.469
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A Data preparation610

This section describes how we obtain the final estimation data set from the raw data.611

In a first step, we group the data by categories and work with the data at the country612

level. A list of categories by country is provided below613

1. We drop households for which we did not observe any purchases for at least one per614

year.615

2. We replaced the household characteristics for income and age, where we are provided616

with ranges, with the median of the range. For Belgium, we are provided with 5617

income categories: less than 496 EUR, 496-1239 EUR, 1240-1983 EUR, 1984-2726618

EUR, and more than 2726 EUR. We do not have information on the consumers’ age619

for Belgium. For Germany, we were provided with 16 income categories: less than 500620

EUR, 500-749 EUR, 750-999 EUR, . . . , 3750-3999 EUR, and more than 4000 EUR.621

The 12 age categories for Germany are less than 19 years, 20-24, 52-29, . . . , 65-69,622

70 and older. For the Netherlands, the data distinguishes 19 income categories: less623

than 7001 EUR, 700-900 EUR, 900-1100 EUR, . . . , 3900-4100 EUR, and more than624

4100 EUR. The 11 age categories for the Netherlands are 12-19 years, 20-24, 25-29,625

. . . , 50-54, 55-64, 65-74, and more than 75 years.626

3. We compute the price p used in the estimation as the price of a good per unit. For627

example, for a 500-gram pot of yogurt, which costs 99 cents, the price used in the628

estimation is 0.198.629

4. We removed outliers, defined as an observations where the price p of a product is630

more than 200% higher than the average price of the identical product (GTIN).631

5. We identify price changes by comparing prices of the same GTIN at different dates632

for the same retailer for two consecutive months. We calculate the size of the633

price changes and the frequency of the price changes per category and months. We634
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calculate the mean and median price adjustment size and frequency per category.635

6. The nominal expenditure shares are calculated for each brand within a category636

within a country. We then rank the brands by expenditure share and use the top637

four brands plus a composite of all other brands (as the outside option) for the638

estimation of the lower nest.639

7. To construct the Hausman instrument, we calculate the average price of the same640

brand in the same month for all NUTS regions, excluding the region for each641

observation. We then regress the price p on monthly time dummies, region dummies642

(NUTS3 regions), brand-region fixed effects (NUTS1 regions), and the instrument.643

The residual of this regression is then used in the estimation.644

8. To construct the loyalty variable loyal, we count how often a household has bought645

the same brand within the same category in the past.646

9. The data contain all prices of all goods bought. We cannot directly observe prices647

of the alternatives. To construct the prices of the four alternatives, which are not648

chosen at a shopping occasion, we use the following procedure:649

• Search the data for the price of an alternative brand bought within the same650

week at the same retailer in the same NUTS1 region.651

• If the search above was not successful, search the data for the price of an652

alternative brand, bought within the same month, at the same retailer, in the653

same NUTS1 region.654

• If the search above was not successful, search the data for the price of an655

alternative brand, bought within the same week, at the same retailer.656

• If the search above was not successful, search the data for the price of an657

alternative brand, bought within the same month, at the same retailer.658

• If the search above was not successful for any of the alternatives, drop the659

observation.660
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10. We estimate the lower nest for each category. We drop the category if the price661

coefficient is not negative in an initial conditional logit specification, which we use as662

initial values for the Halton draws used for maximum simulated likelihood. We also663

drop the category if the likelihood function did not converge after 25 iterations.664

11. We construct observations for the upper nest estimation, where a category was not665

chosen (outside option). We apply the following procedure to each category for each666

country:667

• Merge all observations (for all categories) for each household that is included in668

the category.669

• Define an indicator variable that is equal to one if the household chose the670

category at a shopping occasion and zero otherwise.671

• Calculate the inclusive value for the observations with the indicator variable672

being unity.673

• Construct the inclusive value, the control-function residual, and the variable674

loyal for the observations for which the indicator variable is zero by following a675

similar procedure as above for the construction of the prices of alternatives676

not chosen. In particular, we construct observations for price and the677

control-function residual by using the price and residual for the same brand,678

for the same week, for the same retailer, and for the same region if observed. If679

that was not observed, we apply the same criteria but use the price and residual680

from the same month instead of the same week. If both are not observed, we681

drop the observation in the estimation.682

• Drop category if Ψ is estimated to be lower than 0.001.683
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B Estimation methodology684

This section gives a brief description of the discrete choice model underlying the elasticity685

estimates and the estimation using the control function approach.686

B.1 Multinomial logit687

We first show that the scale of utility is irrelevant for discrete choice estimation and that the688

assumption of an iid extreme value distributed error term results in a multinomial model689

with probabilities that take the form of logits. We then describe the choice probabilities690

in more detail.691

To show how the assumption on an iid extreme value distributed error term is consistent692

with a logit probability, consider in a generic model the probability of choosing brand j693

over brand m in the same product category with J choice alternatives. This is modelled694

as the probability that the utility derived from product j is higher than the utility derived695

from product m 6= j, Prob(Uj > Um). Denote the observed part of utility by V and the696

unobserved error term by ε. Then, Prob(Vj + εj > Um + εm) = Prob(εm − εj < Vj − Vm).697

Let the joint density of the random vector ε = (ε1, .., εJ , including εj and εm, be denoted698

by f(ε): then, the probability of choosing brand j can be written as Pj =
∫
ε
I(εm − εj <699

Vj−Vm)f(ε)dε, where I is an indicator function that is one if the expression in parentheses700

is true and zero otherwise. Since only differences in utility matter, the dimension of this701

integral can be reduced to J − 1 dimensions by writing the integral over error differences702

εm−εj ≡ ε̃jm as Pj =
∫
ε̃j
I( ˜εjm < Vj−Vm)g(ε̃j)dε̃j, where ε̃j is an J−1 dimensional vector703

over the error differences between products j and all other products 6= j. Furthermore,704

since the differences of extreme-value distributed variables have the form of logits, g(.) is705

a logistic distribution.39
706

39See Train (2009) and references therein.
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Next, we show the derivation of the conditional and marginal probabilities from the707

upper and lower nest. The probability of household i choosing brand j within category c(j)708

is the product of the conditional probability of choosing brand j within the category c(j),709

Pij|c(j), conditional on an item in category c(j) being chosen and the marginal probability710

of choosing an item in category c(j), Pij = Pij|c(j)Pic(j). It is convenient to decompose the711

probabilities because the marginal and conditional probabilities take the form of logits,712

Pic(j) =
eWic(j)+λc(j)IncVic(j)∑C

`=1 e
Wi`+λ`IncVi`

Pij|c(j) =
eYij/λc(j)∑J
k=1 e

Yik/λc(j)
,

where IncVic = ln
∑

J e
Yij/λc(j) is the inclusive value, which is the expected utility household713

i receives from the J choice alternatives (brands) within category c(j) ∈ C. λc(j) is714

the log-sum coefficient, and Yij represents the explanatory variables, which vary across715

alternatives within category c(j) and include household characteristics. Wic(j) is a vector716

of variables that describe category c(j) and does not vary across j.717

B.2 Control function approach718

This section of the Appendix describes the control function approach in more detail.719

Consider that regression pjt = θ′jZjt+µjt, where Zjt is the mean price of the same brand in720

other NUTS1 regions within the same country (Hausman, 1996; Nevo, 2001). The control721

function is a variable that captures the conditional mean of the correlation between the722

observed variables and the error term. Suppose that the error term is decomposed into723

εijt = E(εijt|µjt) + ε̃ijt ≡ λµ + ε̃ijt, where ε̃ijt is, by construction, not correlated with µjt.724

Suppose εijt = ε1
ijt + ε2

ijt, where ε1
ijt is correlated with price. ε1

ijt and µjt are jointly normal,725
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and ε2
ijt, which is uncorrelated with price, is iid extreme value. Then ε1

ijt = E(ε1
ijt|µjt)+ε̃1

ijt.726

The conditional distribution of ε2
ijt is same as the unconditional distribution because it is727

independent.728

Utility then becomes729

Uijt|yit=1 = βij − αijpjt + γiwijt + δxijt + λµjt + ε̃1
ijt + ε2

ijt. (8)

Thus, we include, in addition to the variables discussed in the main text, the residual from730

the control function as an additional explanatory variable.731

B.3 Derivation of elasticities and super-elasticities732

The elasticity for the upper nest is derived from the probability of choosing category c in733

the upper nest,734

Pic =
eWic+ΨIncVic∑
C e

Wic+ΨIncVic

∂IncVic
∂pj

=
∂(ln

∑
J e

Yij/Ψ)

∂pj

= αiPij|c(j)/Ψ

which we then use to calculate the upper nest elasticity θuijc(j)735

∂Pic

∂pijt

pijt
Pic

=
eρwict+ΨIncVict∑
C e

ρwict+ΨIncVict

pijt
Pic

=
eWic+ΨIncVicαiPij|c(j)

∑
C e

ρwict+ΨIncV ueict − eWic+ΨIncViceWic+ΨIncVicαiPij|c(j)
(
∑

C e
ρwict+ΨIncVict)2

pijt
Pic

= (αiPij|c(j)Pic − PicPicαiPij|c(j))
pijt
Pic

= αiPij|c(j)(1− Pic)pijt
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Similarly, the elasticity for the lower nest is derived as736

Pij|c(j) =
e(βij+αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψ∑
J e

(βij+αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψ

∂Pij|c(j)
∂pijt

pijt
Pij|c(j)

=
e(βij−αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψ ∗ (αi/Ψ) ∗ (

∑
J e

(βij+αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψ)∑
J(e(βij+αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψ)2

pijt
Pij|c(j)

−e(βij+αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψ ∗ e(βij+αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψαi/Ψ∑
J(e(βij+αipjt+γiwijt+δxit)/Ψ)2

pijt
Pij|c(j)

= Pij|c(j)(αi/Ψ)(1− Pij|c(j))
pijt
Pij|c(j)

=
αi
Ψ
pijt(1− Pij|c(j)).

The super elasticity for the upper nest is given by737

∂θuijc(j)
∂pijt

pijt
θuijc(j)

= αi[Pij|c(j)(1− Pic) + pijt
∂Pij|c(j)
∂pijt

(1− Pic)− pijtPij|c(j)
∂Pic
∂pijt

]
pijt
θuijc(j)

= 1 + ΨαiPij|c(j)(1− Pic)pijt
θlijc(j)
θuijc(j)

−ΨαiPij|c(j)Picpijt

= 1 + θlijc(j) −ΨαiPij|c(j)Picpijt,

and that for the lower nest is given by738

∂θlijc(j)
∂pijt

pijt
θlijc(j)

=
αi
Ψ

[(1− Pij|c(j))− pijt
∂Pij|c(j)
∂pijt

]
pijt
θlijc(j)

=
αi
Ψ

[(1− Pij|c(j))
pijt
θuijc(j)

− pijtPij|c(j)]

= 1− αi
Ψ
pijtPij|c(j)=1.
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C Empirical results: additional findings and739

robustness check740

C.1 Relationship between elasticities and super-elasticities741

In section 5 below, we show that demand elasticity and super-elasticity have a negative742

correlation, conditional on their steady state values (see equations 25 and 26). We show743

that this also holds in our estimates. To illustrate the correlation, we regress the estimated744

super-elasticity, εijc(j), on the estimated demand elasticity θijc(j). The relation is negative,745

but not very large. An elasticity of 3.20 (5.40) is, according to the correlation, associated746

with a super-elasticity of 0.95 (0.65).40
747

Table C1: Relation between elasticities and super-elasticities

(1) (2) (3) (4)
OLS MLS WLS Expend. WLS Variance

Elasticity -0.103∗∗∗ -0.124∗∗∗ -0.093∗∗∗ -0.087∗∗∗

[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

Constant 1.322∗∗∗ 1.346∗∗∗ 1.150∗∗∗ 1.339∗∗∗

[0.002] [0.003] [0.004] [0.002]
R2 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.05

Notes: this table reports the results of regression εijc(j) = a + bθijc(j) + eijc(j), which illustrates the
correlation between demand elasticities and super-elasticities. The first column shows OLS estiamtes,
the second Median Least Squares (MLS), the third weighted least squares (WLS), where the weights are
expenditure shares and the fourth column reports WLS estimates, where the weights are based on the
inverse estimated variance of αi as a weight. Robust standard errors are in brackets, *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1.

C.2 Robustness of the empirical estimates748

To provide a robustness analysis of our estimates, we use an alternative methodology that749

does not rely on distributional assumptions that are similar to the econometric model750

40We use the MLS for calculating the predicted super-elasticity for the median value and accoringly the
WLS for predicting the super-elasticity for the weighted mean.
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applied in the main part of this paper. To do so, we use an extension of the almost751

ideal demand system (Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980), derived in Dossche et al. (2010), to752

estimate parameters describing the elasticity and super-elasticity of demand. Using this753

model, we show that the main conclusion from this paper, that demand elasticities and754

super-elasticities are relatively low, is confirmed.755

The extended almost ideal demand system model includes an additional term, the756

squared relative price. This additional term allows for greater flexibility for the elasticity757

and super-elasticity estimates, as shown by Dossche et al. (2010). The basic empirical758

model we employ is given by759

sm,t,i = αi +
5∑

h=1

γm,i,h ln pm,t,h + βi ln

(
Expm,t
Pm,t

)
+

5∑
h=1

δi,h

(
ln

(
pm,t,h
Pm,t

))2

(9)

where the subindex m denotes goods categories, t indicates the time period (month) and760

i denotes the individual brands within the category. Pm,t denotes the price index of goods761

category m, and pm,t,i represents the price of one unit (e.g., gram, ml, and pieces) of brand762

i within category m. Expm,t represents the total expenditures in category m at date t,763

defined as Expm,t ≡
∑

i pm,t,iqm,t,i with pm,t,iqm,t,i being the total nominal expenditures764

on brand i. The left-hand side variable sm,t,i = (pm,t,iqm,t,i)/Xm,t represents the share of765

expenditures on the single item i. When δj,h = 0, equation (9) nests the standard AIDS766

model proposed by Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). The price index for category m, Pm,t767

is defined as the Stone Price Index768

ln Pm,t =
∑
i

sm,t,i ln pm,t,i, (10)

i.e.. the weighted average price of goods belonging to category m.769

Once one has obtained the estimates of the parameters in (9), one can obtain the770

elasticities and super-elasticities of demand. The steady-state elasticity, where relative771
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prices equal unity, is given by772

θ̄j = 1− γjj
sj

+ βj (11)

and the steady-state super-elasticity is given by773

ε̄j =
1

θ̄j

(
(θ̄j − 1)(θ̄j − 1− βj)−

2δjj(1− sj)
sj

+ 2(δjj − sj
N∑
i=1

δji)

)
. (12)

As for the discrete choice model in the body of the paper, we concentrate on the top774

four brands within each category. The first four of these correspond to the brands with775

the largest total expenditure shares within the given category m over all time periods t,776

whereas the fifth brand represents all other goods and is denoted by other (the outside777

good).778

Following Dossche et al. (2010), we then use a Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR)779

to estimate the following regression for each product category m:780

sm,t,i = αi +
5∑

h=1

γi,h ln pm,t,h + βi ln

(
Xm,t

Pm,t

)
+

5∑
h=1

δi,h

(
ln

(
pm,t,h
Pm,t

))2

+

T∑
t=1

ηi,tDt +
M∑
m=1

κi,mDm + θiZm,t,i + εi,m,t, (13)

where Dt and Dm are time and market fixed effects, respectively, and Z represents the781

average household income and age to control for potential effects of demographic variables782

on the elasticity estimates. We impose the same homogeneity and symmetry conditions as783

in Dossche et al. (2010); that is
∑5

h=1 γj,h = 0, γj,h = γh,j. Because of these conditions and784

because the expenditure shares within a category sum up to one by construction, we can785

drop one equation from the system for estimation. We drop the equation for the outside786

good other.787

The estimates in this robustness exercise largely confirm the conclusions drawn from788
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Table C2: Descriptive statistics estimates robustness

Panel A: Estimates of Demand Elasticities

Mean Median Weighted Mean Percentile Sign.
Expend. Variance 90th 10th 5%

Total elasticity 1.37 1.20 1.44 1.10 4.46 1.01 60.07

Panel B: Estimates of Super-elasticities

Mean Median Weighted Mean Percentile Sign.
Expend. Variance 90th 10th

Total super-elasticity 0.81 0.31 1.36 0.30 2.38 -0.61 56.08

Panel C: Estimates of Markup Elasticities

Implied markup elasticity 12.38 1.04 5.20 3.56 4.46 -10.17

Notes: Panel A shows the summary statistics of the estimated demand elasticities θ, and Panel B shows
those for the estimates of the super-elasticities ε. Panel C shows the implied markup elasticity ∂µ

∂lnP |P=1 =
ε

θ−1 . The first two columns show the mean and median values of the estimated elasticities. The third
and fourth columns show the weighted means, weighted by expenditure share and by the inverse of the
estimated variance of αi. The fifth and sixth columns show the 90th and 10th percentiles of the distribution
of estimates, respectively. The last column shows the share of estimates that are significant (in Panel A,
the share of γ’s that are significant at the 10% level and in Panel B, the share of δ’s that are significant
at the 10% level).
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Figure C1: Distribution of elasticities and super-elasticities in the demand system
estimates

(A) Elasticities (B) Super-elasticities

Notes: Panel a) shows the distribution of the estimated elasticities using the almost ideal demand
system-type model described above, θ, while panel c) shows the estimates’ super-elasticities, ε. All
estimates vary over brand-product category combinations. The distributions are shown for the trimmed
sample.

the baseline results in the body of the paper. The results for this robustness exercise are789

reported in Table C2.41 The median (weighted mean) of demand elasticity estimated at790

1.2 (1.44), and the 90th (10th) quantile of the distribution is 4.46 (1.01). The estimates791

are thus somewhat smaller than the ones reported in the discrete choice model above.792

They nevertheless confirm our main conclusion that the estimated elasticities are rather793

low compared to what is often assumed in the literature. This effect is even more severe794

in the estimates reported here. The estimated super-elasticities are 0.31 for the median795

and 1.36 for the weighted mean. The super-elasticity estimates are similar to those in the796

discrete choice model: they are low in the median and on average and are distributed more797

tightly, where 90% of the estimates are below 2.5.798

41Because the demand system is defined across each product category and over time, we cannot report
the upper and lower nests for the nested logit model in the body of the paper.
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D A menu-cost model with Kimball-type preferences799

In this section, we describe in more detail the theoretical model that we use for calibration800

to quantitatively assess the role of our estimated demand-side real rigidity for monetary801

non-neutrality. The baseline specification of our theoretical model closely follows Nakamura802

and Steinsson (2010).803

D.1 Model setup804

Our economy is inhabited by a representative household, a continuum of firms and a805

monetary authority that controls the evolution of nominal GDP. The household supplies806

labor to firms, decides how to allocate income between aggregate consumption and saving807

and determines the amount it wants to consume of each good available in the economy.808

Firms produce goods using labor (subject to idiosyncratic changes in labor productivity)809

and set prices to maximize profits. Changing prices is subject to a cost. The monetary810

authority determines the growth rate of nominal GDP by injecting money into the economy.811

Deviating from Nakamura and Steinsson (2010) we incorporate real rigidities into the model812

in the form of a Kimball-type preference structure (which embeds the standard CES case813

as a special case) rather than assuming a roundabout production setup.814

D.1.1 Households815

The representative household maximizes expected discounted lifetime utility, which816

depends positively upon aggregate consumption, Ct, and negatively upon labor supply,817

Lt, and is given by818

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[

1

1− γ
C1−γ
t − ω

1 + ψ
L1+ψ
t

]
, (14)

where E0 denotes the rational expectations operator conditional on information available819

to the households at date 0. β (with 0 < β < 1) represents the subjective discount factor.820
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The period utility function is assumed to be additive separable in consumption and labor821

supply. The parameter γ governs the degree of relative risk aversion while ψ determines822

the convexity of the dis-utility of labor. ω is a weighting term determining the relative823

extent of the dis-utility of labor. The composite consumption good, Ct, is generated via a824

Kimball aggregator as specified in equation (18) below.825

Households choose composite consumption and labor to maximize (14) subject to the826

following budget constraint827

PtCt +Dt,t+1Bt+1 ≤ Bt +WtLt +

∫ 1

0

Πt(z)dz t = 0, 1 . . . (15)

This equation requires that aggregate consumption expenditures Ct and investment in828

financial assets Dt,t+1Bt+1 cannot be higher than the available resources consisting of the829

stock of financial assets carried over from the previous period Bt, wage income WtLt and830

profits distributed by firms
∫ 1

0
Πt(z)dz. Dt,t+1 is the period-t price of a financial asset that831

pays off one unit in period t+ 1.832

The first-order conditions for the household’s optimization problem are given by:

Dt,T = βT−tEt

[(
CT
Ct

)−γ
Pt
PT

]
(16)

Wt

Pt
= ωLψt C

γ
t . (17)

Equation (16) represents the standard intertemporal Euler equation linking consumption833

growth to the real interest rate while equation (17) states that labor supply adjusts as a834

function of the real wage, given the marginal utility of consumption.835

The composite consumption good, Ct, is created by the costless aggregation of a836

continuum of differentiated goods, ct (z), which are supplied by monopolistic firms.837

Following Kimball (1995) and Klenow and Willis (2016), we implicitly define the composite838
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consumption good, Ct, using an aggregator of the form839

∫ 1

0

Υ

(
c(z)

C

)
dz = 1, (18)

where the function Υ(·) satisfies the conditions Υ(1) = 1,Υ′(·) > 0 and Υ′′(·) < 0 and840

where time indices are dropped for notational ease. In our simulations below, we report841

the outcomes of two specifications for the aggregation function Υ (·). In the baseline case,842

we specify the function Υ(·) to be given by843

Υ

(
c(z)

C

)
=

(
c(z)

C

) θ̄−1
θ̄

(19)

which amounts to assuming standard CES preferences as proposed by Dixit and Stiglitz844

(1977). We denote this as the CES case below. In this specification, θ̄ denotes the845

(constant) elasticity of substitution.846

Alternatively, we employ the Kimball aggregator function proposed by Klenow and847

Willis (2016) and used, for example, by Gopinath and Itskhoki (2010). We denote this as848

the NON-CES case below. In this case, the aggregation function Υ(·) is given by849

Υ (x) = 1 + (θ̄ − 1) exp

(
1

ε̄

)
ε̄(

θ̄
ε̄
−1)

[
Γ

(
θ̄

ε̄
,
1̄

ε̄

)
− Γ

(
θ̄

ε̄
,
x
ε̄
θ̄

ε̄

)]
, (20)

with x = c(z)
C

and Γ(u, z) denoting the incomplete gamma function.850

Given an optimal decision about overall consumption expenditure, C, households choose851

the optimal amount of each good c (z) by minimizing the overall cost of purchasing C. For852

the CES case, the optimal demand for good z is given by853

c(z) =

(
p(z)

P

)−θ̄
C, (21)
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showing that the demand for good z depends positively upon overall consumption C and854

negatively upon the price of good z relative to the overall price level P . θ̄ is a parameter of855

the aggregation function Υ and can be interpreted as the elasticity of substitution between856

good z and some other good z′.857

When employing the Kimball aggregator function, the demand function for good z is858

given by859

c(z) =

[
1− ε̄ ln

(
p(z)

P

)] θ̄
ε̄

C, (22)

where again the demand for good z depends positively upon overall consumption demand C860

and negatively upon the relative price of good z. θ̄ and ε̄ are parameters of the aggregation861

function Υ determining the steady-state size and behavior of the elasticity of demand,862

respectively. When ε̄ = 0, this demand function reduces to the CES case.42
863

The major difference between the setups of Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) and Klenow and864

Willis (2016) consists of their differing implications for the behavior of the price elasticity865

of demand. To illustrate these differences we first define the price elasticity of demand,866

θ(p), as867

θ(p) =
∂ ln c(z)

∂ ln p
(23)

and the super-elasticity of demand, ε(p), as868

ε(p) =
∂ ln θ(p)

∂ ln p
, (24)

where we allow both the elasticity and the super-elasticity of demand to be non-constant869

and depend on the relative price of a good.43
870

42In deriving equation (22), we made use of an approximation result obtained by Gopinath and Itskhoki
(2010, Appendix).

43Dossche et al. (2010) note that different authors use slightly different measures for the super-elasticity
of demand. Our notation follows that of Dossche et al., which is also employed by Gopinath and Itskhoki
(2010).
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In the CES case, the steady-state value of the elasticity of demand is −θ̄ and the871

super-elasticity is 0, i.e., the price elasticity is constant for all values of the relative price872

of good z. For the NON-CES case, the price elasticity of demand is given by873

θNON−CES = − θ̄

1− ε̄ ln
(
p(z)
P

) , (25)

whereas the super-elasticity of demand is given by874

εNON−CES =
ε̄

1− ε̄ ln
(
p(z)
P

) . (26)

In the steady state where p(z)
P

= 1 holds, we obtain:875

(θ∗)NON−CES = θ̄ and (ε∗)NON−CES = ε̄. (27)

These equations show that for ε̄ > 0, the elasticity of demand in the NON-CES case876

increases in the relative price of good z and will be higher than it is than for the CES877

case. This difference in the behavior of the elasticity of demand has profound implications878

for the response of price setters to macroeconomic shocks, such as a change in nominal879

aggregate demand induced by the monetary authority, as documented in the simulation880

exercises below.881

D.1.2 Firms882

Monopolistically competitive firms denoted by z produce differentiated products via the883

production function884

yt(z) = At(z)Lt(z), (28)
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where At(z) denotes firm-specific productivity and Lt(z) is the amount of labor employed885

by firm z. We assume that firm-specific productivity follows a first order auto-regressive886

process of the form887

lnAt(z) = ρ lnAt−1(z) + εt(z), εt(z) ∼ N(0, σ2
ε,t). (29)

Firms aim to maximize the discounted value of expected profits,888

E0

∞∑
t=0

D0,tΠt(z), (30)

where profits Πt(z) are given by889

Πt(z) = pt(z)yt(z)−WtLt(z)−KWtIt(z)− PtU. (31)

yt(z) denotes firm’s z sales which are equal to ct(z) as discussed above. pt(z)yt(z) represent890

firm’s z revenue, WtLt(z) are labor cost, KWtIt(z) are costs (“menu costs”) of changing891

prices (It(z) is an indicator function taking the value 1 if the firm changes its price in892

period t and 0 otherwise). PtU denote fixed nominal costs of production. Based on our893

empirical results for the estimated elasticities we follow Nakamura and Steinsson (2010)894

and introduce this term to justify the co-existence of empirically estimated large markups895

with observed relatively small firm profits in the national accounts.896

D.1.3 Monetary policy897

Following Nakamura and Steinsson (2010) and Midrigan (2011) we assume that aggregate898

nominal GDP, Y N
t = PtCt, grows at a constant long-run rate µ and is subject to temporary899

shocks. More specifically, we assume that the monetary authority controls the path of900
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nominal GDP according to the process901

lnY N
t = µ+ lnY N

t−1 + ηt, ηt ∼ N(0, σ2
η). (32)

D.2 Model solution902

An equilibrium in this model is a set of policy rules for the endogenous variables that is903

consistent with the households’ and firms’ maximization, market clearing and the evolution904

of the exogenous processes for total factor productivity and nominal GDP. To solve for the905

equilibrium, we first rewrite the firms’ profit function employing both the labor demand906

and supply function and replacing firm’s output with the corresponding demand function907

in real terms as follows:908

ΠR
t (z) =

(
pt(z)

Pt

)
F
(
pt(z)

Pt

)
Y N
t

Pt
− ωLψt C

γ
t

(
1

At(z)

)
F
(
pt(z)

Pt

)
Y N
t

Pt
−

−KωLψt
(
Y N
t

Pt

)γ
It(z)− U, (33)

where F(·) corresponds to equation (21) in the CES-Case and to equation (22) in the909

NON-CES-Case.910

We solve the firm’s optimization problem using dynamic programming.44 The state911

variables for the firm’s optimization problem are given by the level of idiosyncratic912

productivity At(z), aggregate real GDP as represented by the ratio of nominal GDP and913

the price level,
Y Nt
Pt

, and the firm’s relative price at the end of the previous period pt−1(z)
Pt

.914

44To solve the model, we made intensive use of the Matlab programs developed in Nakamura and
Steinsson (2010). We would like to thank these authors for making their code available.
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Given these state variables, each firm maximizes the value function915

V

(
At(z),

pt−1(z)

Pt
,
Y N
t

Pt

)
= max

{
V NC

(
At(z),

pt−1(z)

Pt
,
Y N
t

Pt

)
, V C

(
At(z),

pt−1(z)

Pt
,
Y N
t

Pt

)}
,

(34)

where V NC (·) denotes the value function when the firm does not change its price and916

V NC (·) denotes the value function when the firm changes its price. The expressions for917

these two functions are given by:918

V NC

(
At(z),

pt−1(z)

Pt
,
Y N
t

Pt

)
= Π

(
At(z),

pt−1(z)

Pt
,
Y N
t

Pt

)
+ Et

[
Dt,t+1V

NC

(
At+1(z),

pt−1(z)

Pt+1

,
Y N
t+1

Pt+1

)]
919

V C

(
At(z),

pt−1(z)

Pt
,
Y N
t

Pt

)
= max

pt

{
Π

(
At(z),

pt(z)

Pt
,
Y N
t

Pt

)
+

+ Et

[
Dt,t+1V

NC

(
At+1(z),

pt(z)

Pt+1

,
Y N
t+1

Pt+1

)]}

To solve this optimization problem, the firm needs to form expectations about the future920

path of the state variables. This can be done in a straightforward manner for At and921

Y N
t which both follow exogenous stochastic processes. In the case of the price index, Pt,922

however, one faces the following fixed point problem: the optimal decision of a firm depends923

on the path of the price level and this optimal decision in turn impacts the determination924

of the equilibrium path of the price level. To address this issue, we follow Nakamura925

and Steinsson (2010) and use the method byKrusell and Smith (1998) to approximate the926

distribution of relative prices by the first moments of the expected price distribution and927

postulate that firms use the formula928

Pt
Pt−1

= Γ

(
Y N
t

Pt−1

)
(35)
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to form expectations of the change in the aggregate price level (i.e. the inflation rate).929

Given this forecasting rule, our procedure to solve for the equilibrium proceeds as follows:930

(1) We start by specifying a discrete grid vector for each of the three state variables and931

then initialize the stationary distribution and make a first guess of the forecasting rule932

Γ
(
Y Nt
Pt−1

)
. (2) Given the forecasting rule, we then solve for the firms’ policy function using933

value function iterations. (3) As a next step, we update the stationary distribution using934

the policy function. (4) Finally, we update the forecasting rule and check whether it is935

consistent with the aggregate inflation rate implied by the firms’ policy function. If this is936

the case, we stop; otherwise, we return to (2).937
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D.3 Model outcomes - detailed results938

Table D1: Detailed outcomes for alternative elasticity-super-elasticity specifications

(El., super-el.) Menu costs Std.dev. id. shocks CIR Var. C expl. Pers. of C

(4.81 0.00) 4.28 7.61 0.004 0.84 0.25
(4.81 1.59) 6.29 10.84 0.011 4.41 0.51
(4.81 1.93) 6.66 11.53 0.009 4.47 0.49
(4.81 1.44) 6.12 10.53 0.011 4.34 0.5
(4.81 2.23) 6.94 12.13 0.008 4.58 0.52
(4.81 0.05) 4.61 7.7 0.007 3.02 0.42
(3.20 0.00) 2.53 7.62 0.004 0.99 0.25
(3.20 1.59) 4.4 13.22 0.009 4.44 0.52
(3.20 1.93) 4.74 14.48 0.012 4.26 0.49
(3.20 1.44) 4.2 12.56 0.008 4.41 0.51
(3.20 2.23) 4.2 15.51 0.008 4.62 0.52
(3.20 0.05) 2.65 7.79 0.007 3.01 0.46
(5.40 0.00) 4.9 7.53 0.003 0.78 0.23
(5.40 1.59) 6.96 10.4 0.011 4.36 0.48
(5.40 1.93) 7.33 11.01 0.01 4.4 0.5
(5.40 1.44) 6.79 10.12 0.01 4.2 0.51
(5.40 2.23) 7.66 11.63 0.009 4.44 0.5
(5.40 0.05) 5.41 7.71 0.007 3.03 0.45
(1.41 0.00) 0.43 7.62 0.004 1.1 0.27
(1.41 1.59) 1.89 34.25 0.023 8.66 0.63
(1.41 1.93) 2.05 38.53 0.022 11.31 0.69
(1.41 1.44) 1.82 32.26 0.022 7.52 0.62
(1.41 2.23)* 2.32 41.45 0.053 14.09 0.72
(1.41 0.05)* 0.54 8.46 0.025 10.08 0.66
(11.21 0.00)* 9.31 7.52 0.001 0.13 0.09
(11.21 1.59) 14.93 8.71 0.008 3.69 0.49
(11.21 1.93) 15.14 8.97 0.004 3.55 0.47
(11.21 1.44) 14.91 8.81 0.005 3.56 0.48
(11.21 2.23) 15.3 9.36 0.008 3.91 0.5
(11.21 0.05) 14.45 7.68 0.008 3.94 0.47

Notes: 1) Menu costs are given by the percentage share of steady-state revenue
θ−1
θ K

Y ∗ . 2) The values
for the elasticity and super-elasticity are taken from the estimation results as reported in Table 3. 3)
Menu costs and standard deviation parameters are chosen so as to match the median frequency and size
of price changes reported in rows fpc and sizeabs of the upper panel (descriptive statistics including sales)
of Table 2. Generally, a difference of less than 0.00045 between model and empirical statistic is used as
a matching criterion. Cases marked with an asterisk are characterized by very long-lasting convergence
processes. In the cases marked with an asterisk we therefore employed a convergence value of 0.0025 and a
somewhat coarser grid. We are currently running programs applying finer convergence criteria and grids.
4) CIR (cumulative impulse response), Var. of C (variance of aggregate real consumption) and Pers. of C
(persistence of consumption) represent the measures of monetary non-neutrality as described in the main
text. 5) The variance of real consumption is obtained from the HP filtered quarterly real consumption
series (summed over the three countries included in the data sample) from 1995 to 2008. Data source:
Eurostat.
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E Additional tables939

Table E1: Overview of goods categories included in the estimation

Belgium Germany Netherlands

Beer Body powder All-purpose cleaner
Bleach Butter Antrycide
Breakfast cereals Canned instant meal Bathroom polish
Buillons Canned pickles Bleach blocks
Butter Ceramic glass cleaner Chocolate bars
Canned instant meal Dentifrice Chocolate marshmallows
Canned vegetables Dried mushrooms Christmas pastries
Condensed milk /creamer Eau de toilette, women’s Cleansing tissue
Cotton pads Eiskonfekt Dishwashing liquid
Crispy bread Foils Dry instant meals
Curd cheese Inceticide Eye makeup
Dessert sauce, liquid Liquors Foot care
Flavouring/herbs Metal cleaner Fresh bakery products
Frozen dinners and Entrees Pickled gherkin Hair conditioning products
Hairsprays Poultry Hairsprays
Insecticide Shampoo Hand dishwashing liquid
Incontinence products Sherbet powder Honey
Isotonic drinks Sweet dishes Ketchup
Ketchup Wine, fruit Mayonnaise
Lye bisquits Whisky Metal cleaner
Mouthwash Mustard
Packet soup Stain remover
Seasoning and cocktail sauce Toilet paper, wet
Shampoo Vegetable oils
Soap Vinegar
Soft spirit
Sugar
Sweet spreads
Tea
Tube cleaner
Wine

Notes: The goods categories are sampled according to the description provided in Appendix A. Some drop
out of the estimation for one country and not for the other because for some countries, there is enough
data or the model converged after 25 iterations, while for others, there is not enough data or it did not
converge.
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F Additional figures940

Figure F1: Size and frequency of price changes in the dataset
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Notes: The size of a price change is the percentage change from the previous month’s price of the identical
product, given that the price for the previous month for the same household and retailer can be observed.
The frequency is the monthly frequency of price changes at the product level, where a price spell is identified
only if a price for the previous month for the same household and retailer can be observed. Similarly, a
price change is noted when two prices are observed in two consecutive months and they are identical. All
prices for which we did not observe two consecutive months for the same household and retailer are dropped
before calculating these figures.
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Figure F2: Correlation between changes in prices and changes in quantity purchased
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Notes: This figure reports the log-change in prices of a unique product from one year to the next on the
horizontal axis and the log-change in purchased quantity of the same product from one year to the next on
the vertical axis. To construct annual data, we average all prices for a GTIN over a year and we summed
all quantities over a year.
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